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TOP DVD to GPhone Converter for Mac is a conversion tool specifically designed for Mac.
It is fast to convert DVD to GPhone MP4, GPhone H.264 with good quality.

As you expect, the convert can not only convert files perfectly, but also can assist you in other
aspects like previewing the input files before conversion, customizing the output effect,
splitting the DVD into smaller chapters, etc.

Want to escape from heavy conversion work? Download it for free right now and have a try!

Key Features

Mainstream formats supported

Support converting D5, D9 and IFO to GPhone MP4, GPhone H.264 perfectly, and
you can enjoy your favorite movies on your GPhone anywhere.

Diverse functions

Support customizing output settings, like audio quality, audio channel, video size,
video quality, etc.
Support previewing the input files before conversion to get a clear idea of the
converted effect.
Display the DVD in chapters so that you can convert one chapter instead of the whole.
Convert files in batches at a time, which accelerates your traditional conversion work.

Strong applicability

The converted files can be perfectly put into your GPhone, and the software is
perfectly compatible with Mac OS.

Unmatchable advantages

Lifetime technical support and upgrade.
No safety hazard like virus, spyware or adware.
Amazingly high conversion speed, which is the most shining point in the software.

Reference
Input format support:     D5, D9 , IFO
Output format support:    GPhone MP4, GPhone H.264
Output device support:    GPhone
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System Requirement
OS:     10.5 OS or above
Processor:    Intel
RAM:    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    30MB or above
Graphi Card:    Super VGA resolution (800*600), 16-bit Graphi card or above
Others:    DVD-ROM drive
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